Introduction
In a fission event, prompt neutron emission occurs on a time scale shorter than that of gamma ray emission [1, 2] . The emitted neutrons are correlated with one another in their emission angle and energy [3, 4] . The commonly used MCNPX-PoliMi Monte Carlo code treats such correlations using data-based evaluations [5] . The new, physics-based fission models CGMF [6, 7, 8] and FREYA [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] generate complete events and can thus produce correlations between emitted particles on an event-by-event basis. These codes require high fidelity experimental data for validating their models. In this paper, we describe our 252 Cf spontaneous fission data, correlated in neutron energy and two-neutron angular separation, and compare the measured correlations to those simulated with fission models MCNPX-PoliMi, CGMF, and FREYA, each using MCNPX-PoliMi for radiation transport and MPPost [16] for detector response.
Numerous detector systems exist or are in development for nuclear nonproliferation, safeguards, and arms control applications that would benefit from a better understanding of the correlations in prompt fission neutron emission. One such example is the fast neutron multiplicity counter, a nuclear safeguards instrument that is used for nondestructive assay of special nuclear material [17, 18] . Similarly, applications have been proposed for exploiting the correlations that exist between neutrons emitted from the same fission event in multiplying materials where fission chains are present [19, 20] . Accurate physics models are important in the development of these systems and methods.
This paper presents measurements and simulations of correlated neutrons from 252 Cf spontaneous fission to confirm and extend previously reported results. Measurements were made with 42 detectors of the Chi-Nu detector array at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE)
at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [21] . The Chi-Nu array covers a large solid angle
with detectors approximately 1 m from the source, thereby providing high efficiency and excellent timing resolution for time-of-flight energy calculations. Additionally, the 252 Cf source was embedded in a fission chamber, providing good time resolution for the fission event signal. Double coincident neutron events, in which two neutrons are detected in coincidence with a fission chamber trigger, were identified as "bicorrelation" events, as explained in Sec. 2.3. The measurement offers improved angle resolution, excellent timing resolution, and enhanced background suppression compared to previous work [4, 22] . A previous paper by the authors investigated correlations between the prompt neutron and photon multiplicities [23] . This work includes the first com-parison of correlated neutron energy characteristics for 252 Cf spontaneous fission, including a new observable: the average energy of neutrons detected in coincidence with emitted neutrons at a given energy as a function of the angle between them.
2. Experimental, Simulation, and Analysis Methods
Measurement Setup and Methods
In this work, we employ the data taken with the Chi-Nu detector array, illustrated in Fig. 1 A 252 Cf (sf) source was embedded in a fission chamber, with characteristics detailed in Ref. [23] .
The source was fabricated in 2010 and the measurements reported here were performed in 2015. The use of the fission chamber makes this measurement unique compared to similar measurements made in the past because it provides a reference time for when a fission event occurs.
Thus the neutron time-of-flight may be directly calculated for each detected neutron whereas previous work was limited to calculating the difference between the detection times of correlated particles [4] . Full waveforms were recorded with three CAEN V1730 digitizers with 500 MHz sampling and 14-bit amplitude resolution over a 2 V range and post-processed in digital form. Standard digital pulse processing was implemented, as detailed in Ref. [23] . Particle types were classified using charge-integration n-γ pulse shape discrimination (PSD) [24] , which was performed offline and optimized uniquely for each detector. A quadratic PSD line was used to discriminate between the neutrons and photons with misclassification of low light output events estimated to be approximately 1% of all measured events.
The measurement had a pulse height threshold of 100 keVee ("electron-equivalent" keV) light output, corresponding to approximately 0. 
Simulation Techniques
The measurement set-up was simulated using MCNPX-PoliMi, which models the laboratory geometry and performs the particle transport. The system was modeled in great detail, including the Chi-Nu structure, concrete floor, and fission chamber. Waveform processing and particletype classification is assumed to be perfect in the simulation so that all events are identified as the correct particle type. A light output threshold of 100 keVee was used to match that of the experimental data.
In order to study different fission models, CGMF, FREYA, and the built-in PoliMi source IPOL(1)=1, referred to as POLIMI, were used in MCNPX-PoliMi. These models produced list-mode data including initial energy, initial direction, and particle type for each particle generated in an individual fission event, which was passed to MCNPX-PoliMi for transport. Following transport, MCNPX-PoliMi produced a file with event-by-event information on interactions in detector cells. Detector response was calculated with MPPost post-processing software [16] , which handles the nonlinear light output of organic scintillators.
POLIMI and FREYA simulated 10 9 fission events, while 1.92 × 10 8 CGMF events were employed, resampled with new, randomly sampled, fission fragment directions from a subset of 1.92 × 10 6 events. Table 1 shows these values and the number of detected bicorrelation events in all four datasets. Bicorrelation events include interactions of prompt fission neutrons that travel straight to the detector, which are the true bicorrelation events, and events in which one or both of the neutrons comes from an accidental interaction such as room return, cross talk, and, in the case of experimental data, natural background. In our experiment, triggering in coincidence with the fission chamber offers significant background suppression compared to other measurements that do not use a fission chamber signal. Background in bicorrelation events in this measurement was estimated to be less than 2.5% of the overall signal and had a negligible effect on the final results.
This work will study the characteristics of bicorrelation events with respect to the angle between the neutrons; this will be referred to as the bicorrelation angle and is approximated as the angle between the centers of each detector with respect to the fission chamber. 
The Bicorrelation Distribution
This analysis will make use of the bicorrelation distribution: a two-dimensional distribution of time of flight or energy for bicorrelation neutron events. The energies are calculated from the times of flight with the assumption that the neutron traveled directly from the fission chamber to the detector. Slight differences in the distances from the fission chamber to each detector are incorporated. Figure 4 shows the bicorrelation distributions for the experiment and POLIMI simulations. These distributions show the number of counts at each (∆t 1 , ∆t 2 ) or (E 1 , E 2 ) pixel, normalized by the number of detector pairs, the number of fission events, and the pixel size.
There are many interesting features in these distributions, a few of which are described here.
The first observation is the primary feature produced by true prompt fission neutron bicorrelation events. In the time-of-flight distributions, this feature appears as a bright yellow spot within the approximate time window 25 < ∆t i < 75 ns. In the energy distributions, this feature appears as a bright distribution extending to larger neutron energies from approximately E i = 1 MeV for each neutron, which corresponds to the peak of the prompt fission neutron spectrum.
A second feature that can be observed in the bicorrelation distributions is the presence of accidental events, such as room return. In the time-of-flight distributions, these events appear at times beyond the true bicorrelation region, and dominate at ∆t i > 75 ns, where double-accidental events exist. Events in which a single accidental neutron is detected in coincidence with a true prompt fission neutron produce the wide bands emanating from the true bicorrelation region toward higher ∆t. When converted to neutron energy, these long time-of-flight events are mapped to very low energies and appear on the bicorrelation energy distribution as the bright yellow regions along the axes and as a bright spot at the origin.
A third feature visible in the experiment time-of-flight distributions is PSD misclassification, which appears as the narrow bands along the x-and y-axes and as a localized spot at the origin.
In this case, one or both of the particles is a gamma ray with a very small ∆t i that has been misclassified as a neutron. While this feature in the time-of-flight distribution is very similar to the accidental event features in the energy distribution, they are, in fact, different. This feature due to misclassification does not appear in the POLIMI distribution, as all simulations assume perfect PSD and thus do not include misclassified events.
A final feature that is barely visible in these time-of-flight distributions is cross talk. This effect is explored in more detail in the next section.
Cross Talk
Cross talk occurs when the same neutron interacts in multiple detectors and produces a false bicorrelation event. Cross talk is prevalent in detector pairs with small angular separation. Because full simulations were performed for all fission event generators, cross-talk events are present in all simulations and in the experimental data. Although it is possible to remove cross talk on an average basis, as performed in Ref. [26] , there is no way to remove cross talk on an event-by-event basis in experimental data. Therefore, cross-talk events and their effects on the bicorrelation analysis are present and will be discussed throughout this work.
Cross-talk events can be visually identified on small-angle bicorrelation distributions, as shown o . The diagonal bands in each distribution include cross-talk events, which move farther from the identity line (∆t 1 = ∆t 2 and E 1 = E 2 ) and decrease in magnitude as the angle between detectors increases.
Analysis and Results

Anisotropy in Neutron Emission Rate
Neutron emission from
252 Cf spontaneous fission is assumed to occur after the fission fragments are in motion and traveling in opposite directions [27] . This does not apply to scission neutrons, which are assumed to be emitted isotropically in the rest frame of 252 Cf prior to the full acceleration of the fragments. We note that even if scission neutrons are emitted isotropically, they may not be detected as such in the lab frame. Scission neutrons make up an unknown fraction of the total neutron emission, estimated at approximately 10 − 20% [12, 28, 29] .
In our simulations, we assume that neutron emission is isotropic in the rest frame of each fission fragment but anisotropic in the laboratory frame of motion. Thus, the direction of neutron emission follows that of the fission fragment that emitted it so that neutrons emitted in the direction of the fission fragment will receive an energy boost. The anisotropy can be characterized by calculating the count rate of bicorrelation events in detector pairs as a function of bicorrelation angle. The relative bicorrelation count rate, W ij , for each pair of detectors i and j, is defined as [19] :
where D ij is the doubles count rate, and S i and S j are the corresponding singles count rates. Each of these rates are determined from the number of counts in the energy range 1 MeV to 4 MeV. while the smallest magnitude of change is seen in POLIMI.
The most striking difference is that the POLIMI result is tilted to the left, while the CGMF, FREYA, and experimental results are tilted to the right. The tilt of the angular correlation is strongly tied to the sharing of angular excitation energy between fission fragments. The complete event models
CGMF and FREYA handle this sharing and give some additional energy to the light fragment. In FREYA, this is done with the x parameter, defined as the advantage in excitation energy given to the light fragment [12] , where x is an adjustable input parameter expected to be larger than 1.
The best fit value of x for FREYA with 252 Cf (sf) was found to be 1.27 [30] . A larger value of x makes the distribution tilt toward 0 o as the light fragment receives more energy and emits more neutrons, increasing the zero degree correlation. A value of x near 1 makes the distribution tilt more strongly toward 180 o as the energy is split more evenly between fragments. The POLIMI result corresponds to x ∼ 2, giving the light fragment twice as much energy as the heavy fragment which is not physically realistic. This discrepancy is a side effect of how POLIMI samples each quantity independently and does not capture effects related to the de-excitation process. This variation can be explored further by capturing the magnitude of the anisotropy as a one-dimensional parameter A sym : The anisotropy in neutron energy can be observed by varying the neutron energy threshold, as shown in Fig. 7 . of the simulations to the experimental data. This ratio is roughly independent of E min at ∼ 0.8
for POLIMI, while CGMF and FREYA vary slightly as E min increases. The FREYA ratio starts at ∼ 1.2
and drops toward to 1 as E min increases, while the CGMF ratio starts at 1.2 and grows larger with increasing E min .
Neutron Energy Characteristics
As stated in Sec. 3.1, the energies of prompt fission neutrons vary with their direction of emission relative to the direction of fission fragment motion. In detected bicorrelation events, this boost increases the average detected energies of pairs near 180 o , which are likely to be emitted from opposite fragments in the fragment direction of motion. One can observe this effect by calculating the average neutron energy for all neutrons detected in bicorrelation events as a function of bicorrelation angle, defined as
and shown in Fig. 8(a) . This distribution shows that, in all cases, the average neutron energy reaches a minimum near 90 o and increases steadily until it reaches a local maximum at 180 o . Note that E n is higher than expected at 15 o due to cross-talk effects; the gray band for angles less than 20 o serves as a reminder of this.
Although the shapes are approximately the same in all cases for angles less than 90 o , the behavior varies greatly above 90 o . First, the minimum E n for CGMF occurs at 85 o while for all others it is at 95 o . Second, CGMF has the steepest increase in E n at angles up to 180 o . Third, the experimental results are in excellent agreement with FREYA at angles below 125 o , but then the FREYA E n levels out at higher angles while the E n of the data continues to rise. but it produces lower average energies above this angle.
While Fig. 8 provides a measurement of the energy distribution across the entire neutron population, it does not demonstrate whether the energy of one neutron depends on the energy of its bicorrelation partner. To determine this dependence, for fixed E i of 2 MeV and 3 MeV, the average energy E j of the partner neutron is shown as a function of θ in Fig. 9 .
The distributions shown in Fig. 9 share the same features as in Fig. 8(a) , although the behavior of data in angular bins less than 30 o varies due to the dependence of cross talk on E i . In fact, no significant angular dependence was observed in the shape of E n or E j at any E i .
Some differences were seen, however, in the values of E j as E i is varied. The dependence of E j on E i can be enhanced by studying E j as a function of E i at a fixed bicorrelation angle, as shown in Fig. 10 . Figure 10 shown to be significant enough to contaminate the calculation of the slope at lower angles. angles, indicating that correlated neutrons produced by FREYA may compete with one another for energy regardless of whether or not they were produced by the same fission fragment.
Conclusion
This work investigated correlations in angle and energy between prompt neutrons emitted in the same 252 Cf spontaneous fission event, including measuring the energy dependence between The simulations showed good agreement with experiment for all measured quantities, while revealing interesting differences between fission event generators. The neutron emission anisotropy generated by CGMF and FREYA agreed within 10% of experiment, while underpredicting the anisotropy at small angles and overpredicting it at high angles. On the other hand, POLIMI showed poor agreement, differing up to 40% from experiment at low angles. All simulated average neutron energies fell within 3% of the experimental data. FREYA produced the best agreement with experiment:
the average neutron energies agreed with the data to 0.5% for angles below 135 o .
The average neutron energy was found to be negatively correlated with the energy of its correlated partner for pairs at 85 o , indicating that neutrons may compete for emission energy at low angles, where neutrons are likely to be emitted from the same fission fragment. This correlation was found to be positive for pairs at 175 o , where neutrons are likely to be emitted from different fission fragments. However, this result is inconclusive, because the uncertainties in the measurements result in calculated slopes within 2σ of 0. Further experiments should be performed to study this effect in greater detail.
These conclusions lead to further questions that could be pursued by more sophisticated experiments. The ability to distinguish events with neutrons from the same fission fragment would determine of whether there is a competition for energy within the energy spectrum of the fragment, such as a reduction in the average emission energy for each subsequent neutron emission.
Tracking the fission fragments would allow this analysis to be repeated with respect to the fission fragment motion. Extracting information about the neutrons at the time of their emission from the fragments, as opposed to relying on the information gleaned from the neutrons arriving at the detectors, which may have undergone some rescattering, would enable more direct comparison to the complete fission event models. Finally, repeating this measurement with 240 Pu (sf), with a neutron multiplicity closer to 2 (∼ 2.15) than 252 Cf (sf) (ν ∼ 3.76), would reduce the number of fission events with multiple neutron pairs in the same event. Thus, in this case, detected bicorrelation events are more likely to come from events where exactly two neutrons are emitted: either one from each fragment or two from the same fragment.
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